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ABSTRACT

This paper presents new frequency-domain voice modification tech-
niques that combine the high-quality usually obtained by time-
domain techniques such as TD-PSOLA with the flexibility pro-
vided by the frequency-domain representation. The technique only
works for monophonic sources (single-speaker), and relies on a
(possibly online) pitch detection. Based on the pitch, and ac-
cording to the desired pitch and formant modifications, individ-
ual harmonics are selected and shifted to new locations in the
spectrum. The harmonic phases are updated according to a pitch-
based method that aims to achieve time-domain shape-invariance,
thereby reducing or eliminating the usual artifacts associated with
frequency-domain and sinusoidal-based voice modification tech-
niques. The result is a fairly inexpensive, flexible algorithm which
is able to match the quality of time-domain techniques, but pro-
vides vastly improved flexibility in the array of available modifi-
cations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The frequency-domain technique presented in this paper is an ex-
tension of the algorithm presented in [1] which achieved arbi-
trary frequency modifications in the short-time Fourier transform
domain. The new technique attempts to achieve a sound qual-
ity comparable to TD-PSOLA (Time-Domain Pitch Synchronous
OverLap Add) [2], [3], while providing the flexibility offered by
the frequency-domain representation. The algorithm uses a pitch-
estimation stage (which can be nicely combined with the short-
time Fourier analysis) and makes use of the knowledge of the har-
monic locations to achieve arbitrary pitch and formant modifica-
tions.

2. ALGORITHM

2.1. The fundamental technique

The new algorithm is based on the technique described in [1],
which is now briefly outlined: The algorithm works in the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) domain, where X(u, Ωk) the STFT
at frame u and FFT bin Ωk. After calculating the magnitude of the
STFT |X(u, Ωk)| a very coarse peak-detection stage is performed
to identify ”sinusoids” in the signal (we use quotes because there is
no strong assumption that the signal be purely sinusoidal). Accord-
ing to the desired (and possibly non-linear) pitch-modification,
each peak and the FFT bins around it are translated (i.e. copied,
shifted in frequency and pasted) to a new target frequency. The
phases of the peak and surrounding bins are simply rotated by an

amount that reflects the cumulative phase-increment caused by the
change in frequency. The technique is both simple and efficient
in terms of computations, and offers a quasi unlimited range of
modifications. Voice modification, however, poses an additional
problem in that a better control of the formant structure is required
to preserve the naturalness of the voice. It is possible to add a
spectral-envelope estimation stage to the technique outlined above,
and modify the amplitude of the pitch-modified spectral peaks to
preserve that envelope, but the resulting voice modifications are of
poor quality, especially when the pitch is shifted downward while
the formant remain at their original locations. The most likely
cause for the artifacts that arise (noise bursts, loss of clarity) is the
fact that some of the frequency areas (where the spectral envelope
is of low amplitude) must be severely amplified to preserve the for-
mant structure, which results in unacceptable noise-amplification.
The improved frequency-domain technique presented in this paper
was designed to solve that problem.

2.2. The pitch-based algorithm

The new algorithm uses a preliminary frequency-domain pitch es-
timation to locate the harmonics, and uses a specific scheme to
select which harmonic will be cut-and-pasted to a specific area in
the output spectrum to achieve a desired pitch and formant modi-
fication.

2.2.1. Frequency-domain pitch estimation

Any pitch estimation can be used at this point, but the simple
STFT-based scheme presented below has the advantage to fit very
nicely with the current framework. The basic idea consists of
cross-correlating a magnitude-compressed, zero-mean version of
the spectrum with a series of combs corresponding to various can-
didate pitches (e.g., from 60Hz to 500Hz every 2Hz). An ar-
bitrary compression function F (x) is applied to |X(u, Ωk)| to
prevent lower-amplitude higher-frequency harmonics from being
overridden by stronger low-frequency ones. F (x) = x1/2 or
F (x) = asinh(x) are appropriate choices. The mean (over all
frequencies) of the result is subtracted, which is required to not
bias the cross-correlation toward low-pitches. Finally, the cross-
correlation is calculated for each candidate pitch, and only requires
a few adds, because of the sparsity of the combs. The result is a
pitch-dependent cross-correlation C(ωm

o ) which exhibits a large
peak at or near the true pitch, and smaller peaks at multiples and
submultiples of it, as shown in Fig. (1). The maximum of C(ωm

o )
indicates the most likely pitch for that frame. This simple single-
frame pitch estimation scheme is quite efficient, and is almost
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Figure 1: Cross correlation C(ωm
o ) as a function of the pitch can-

didate ωm
o for a male voice.

completely free of octave-errors. A simple voiced/unvoiced de-
cision can be derived by comparing the maximum of C(ωm

o ) to
a predefined threshold. In the present version of the algorithm,
frames that are non voiced are not further modified.

2.3. A new technique for formant-preserving pitch-modification

Harmonic assignment: Given the pitch-estimate ωo at the cur-
rent frame, individual harmonics are easily located at multiples of
the pitch. As in [1], the frequency axis is divided into adjacent
harmonic regions located around harmonic peaks, and extending
half-way in between consecutive harmonics. To achieve formant-
preserving pitch-modification (i.e., a modification of the pitch that
leaves the spectral envelope constant), we will copy and paste indi-
vidual input harmonic regions as in the algorithm described in [1],
the difference being which input harmonic is selected to be pasted
in a given location. Assuming a pitch modification of factor α, our
goal is to create output harmonics at multiples of αωo. To create
the ith output harmonic of αωo, at frequency iαωo, we will se-
lect the input harmonic in the original spectrum that is closest to
that frequency and paste it in the output spectrum at the desired
frequency iαωo. The rationale behind this choice is that the am-
plitude of the output harmonic will be close to the input spectral
envelope at that frequency, thereby achieving the desired formant-
preservation. This will become clear in the example below. Since
the frequency of the i-th output harmonic is iαωo, denoting j(i)
the selected input harmonic, of frequency j(i)ωo, we must have

j(i)ωo ≈ iαωo (1)

Denoting y = round(x)
4

= floor(x + 0.5) the integer y closest to
the real number x, this yields

j(i) = round(iα) (2)

This does not define a one-to-one mapping, and the same input
harmonic may be used to generate two or more output harmonics.
This is illustrated in Fig. (2). The vertical dashed lines indicate the
target frequencies of the output harmonics, for a pitch modification
factor α = 0.82. The arrows indicate which input harmonic is cho-
sen to generate each output harmonic. The second input harmonic
is used to generate both the second and third output harmonics.

Harmonic generation: The output spectrum is generated by
copying and pasting the input harmonics into the output spectrum,
as described in [1]. To generate the i-th output harmonic, input
harmonic j(i) will be shifted from its original frequency j(i)ωo to
the output frequency iαωo. Care must be taken to properly inter-
polate the spectral values if the amount of shift is not an integer
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Figure 2: Assignment of input harmonic for a pitch modification
factor α = 0.82. The arrows indicate which input harmonic is
used to generate the output harmonics at the vertical dashed lines.

number of bins. Refer to [1] for details on how this interpolation
can be done, and how the phases of the bins around the output
harmonic should be modified to account for the frequency shift.
Fig. (3) presents the result of the pitch-modification for the same
signal as above. Note that the second and third output harmonics
have the same amplitude, because they were both obtained from
the second input harmonic.

Refining the amplitudes: Fig. (3) also displays a very simple
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Figure 3: Input (solid line) and output (dotted line) spectra for the
pitch modification factor α = 0.82. A simple spectral envelope in
shown in dashed line.

line-segment spectral envelope (dashed-line) obtained by joining
the harmonic peaks. Clearly, the amplitudes of the output har-
monics do not necessarily follow exactly that spectral envelope,
and this is likely to be the case no matter how the spectral enve-
lope is defined. This may and may not be a problem in practice.
In our experience, the amplitude mismatch is very rarely objec-
tionable, although in some instances (e.g., very sharp formants),
it is audible. More troublesome are the amplitude jumps that can
appear from frame to frame, if two different input harmonics are
selected in two consecutive frames to generate the same output
harmonic. For example, still using Fig. (3), if the second output
harmonic was obtained from the first input harmonic in a frame,
then from the second input harmonic in the following frame, it
would be given a -1dB amplitude in the first frame and a -9dB in
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the next frame. Such amplitude ”jumps” are very audible and very
objectionable. Note however, that according to Eq. (2) this only
occurs if the modification factor α varies from frame to frame. In
such cases, it is possible to avoid the problem by rescaling the out-
put harmonic according to the magnitude of the spectral envelope
at the target frequency, which guarantees that the output harmonic
will be given the same amplitude, no matter which input harmonic
was selected to generate it. Any technique to estimate the spectral
envelope can be used, but the availability of the pitch makes the
task much easier, see for example [4].

2.4. Joint formant-and-pitch-modification

The harmonic assignment equation Eq. (2) can easily be modified
to perform formant modification in addition to pitch modification.
One of the strong advantages of frequency-domain algorithms over
time-domain techniques such as TD-PSOLA is the essentially un-
limited range of modifications they allow. While TD-PSOLA only
allows linear formant scaling [5], we can apply almost any input-
output envelope mapping function. We can define a frequency-
warping function ω′ = F (ω) which indicates where the input
envelope frequency ω should be mapped in the output envelope.
The function F (ω) can be completely arbitrary but must be invert-
ible. To generate the i-th output harmonic, we select the input har-
monic j(i) of frequency ω = j(i)ωo which once warped through
function F (ω) is close to the desired frequency of the i-th output
harmonic iαωo. This can be expressed as

F (j(i)ωo) ≈ iαωo (3)

which yields a generalization of Eq. (2):

j(i) = round

(

F−1(iαωo)

ωo

)

(4)

It is easy to check that in the absence of formant-warping, F (ω) =
ω, Eq. (4) collapses to Eq. (2). For a linear envelope modification
in which the formants frequencies must be scaled linearly by a
factor β i.e., F (ω) = βω, Eq. (4) becomes j(i) = round(iα/β).
Fig. (4) illustrates the results of such a linear, formant-only mod-
ification with a factor β = 0.8. The pitch is visibly unaltered,
but the spectral envelope has been compressed, as desired. As in
Section 2.3, it might be necessary to adjust the harmonic ampli-
tudes so they match exactly the desired warped spectral envelope.
For example, it is visible on Fig. (4) that the output spectral en-
velope is not exactly similar in shape to the compressed original
one, in particular the second output harmonic should be of larger
amplitude.

2.5. Shape-invariance

The algorithm described above performs fairly well, but as is typi-
cal with frequency-domain techniques [6] [7], the resulting speech
can exhibit ”phasiness”, i.e. a lack of presence, a slight reverber-
ant quality, as if recorded in a small room. This undesirable artifact
usually plagues most frequency-domain techniques based on either
the phase-vocoder or sinusoidal modeling, and has been linked to
the lack of phase synchronization (or ”phase-coherence” [8]) be-
tween the various harmonics. To better understand the concept
of phase-coherence and shape-invariance, it is helpful to recall a
simplified model of speech production where a resonant filter (the
vocal tract) is excited by a sharp excitation pulse at every pitch
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Figure 4: Input (top) and output (bottom) spectra for a formant-
only modification of factor β = 0.8.

period. According to that model, a speaker changes the pitch of
her/his voice by altering the rate at which these pulses occur. The
important factor is that the shape of the time-domain signal around
the pulse onset is roughly independent of the pitch, because it is
essentially the impulse response of the vocal tract1. This obser-
vation is usually what is called ”shape invariance”, and it is di-
rectly related to the relative phases and amplitudes of the harmon-
ics at the pulse onset time. The TD-PSOLA technique achieves
pitch modification by extracting small snippets of signal (about 2
pitch-periods long) centered around excitation onsets, and ”past-
ing” them with a different onset rate. The good quality of the re-
sulting signal can be attributed to the fact that shape-invariance is
automatically achieved around excitation onsets, since the signal is
manipulated in the time-domain. Shape-invariant techniques have
been proposed for various analysis/modification systems for both
time-scale and pitch-scale modification [9],[10],[11], and similar
principles can be used in the present context. The main idea is to
define pitch-synchronous input and output onset times and to re-
produce at the output onset times the phase relationship observed
in the original signal at the input onset times. We first define the in-
put onset times ti

n, and the output onset times to
n by the following

recursion

ti
n = ti

n−1 +
2π

ωo
(5)

to
n = to

n−1 +
2π

αωo
(6)

with to
0 = ti

0 (for lack of a better choice). The term 2π/ωo repre-
sents the pitch period. The short-time Fourier transform frame u
is centered around time ta

u, this is the time at which we are able to
measure the phases of the input harmonics, and to set the phases
of the output harmonics. Fig. (5) illustrates the various onset times
for a pitch modification factor α = 2/3. To calculate the phases
of the output harmonics, we will use the same mapping as was
used to generate the output spectrum (e.g., Eq. (2)), and we will

1discounting, of course, the tail of the impulse response triggered by
the previous pulse.
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Figure 5: Input (top) and output (bottom) onset times ti
n and to

n,
and FFT analysis times ta

u (vertical dashed lines).

set the phase of output harmonic i at time to
n to be the same as

the phase of the input harmonic j(i) at time ti
n. Because we use

the short-time Fourier transform, phases can only be measured and
set at the short-time Fourier transform times ta

u. We will therefore
consider the input and output onset times closest to ta

u and use our
knowledge of the harmonic’s instantaneous frequency to set the
proper phases to the bins around harmonic i in the output spec-
trum. Denoting φi(t) and φo(t) the phases of the input and output
harmonics at time t, we have:

φi(ta
u) = φi(ti

n) + ωi(t
a
u − ti

n) (7)

φo(ta
u) = φo(to

n) + ωo(t
a
u − to

n) (8)

where ti
n is the input onset closest to ta

u and to
n is the output onset

closest to ta
u. ωi and ωo are the frequencies of the input and output

harmonics. We must ensure that φo(to
n) = φi(ti

n), which yields

φo(ta
u) = φi(ta

u) + ωo(t
a
u − to

n)− ωi(t
a
u − ti

n) (9)

Eq. (9) shows that the phase of the output harmonic is obtained
by adding ωo(t

a
u − to

n) − ωi(t
a
u − ti

n) to the phase of the input
harmonic, which means the harmonic bins are simply rotated, i.e.
multiplied by a complex number z

z
4

= ejωo(ta

u
−to

n
)−jωi(t

a

u
−ti

n
) (10)

As in [1], the spectral bins around the input harmonic are all ro-
tated by the same complex z during the copy/paste operation, which
guarantees that the fine details of the spectral peak are preserved
in both amplitude and phase, which is important in the context of
short-time Fourier transform modifications [6]. From a computa-
tion point of view, we can see that Eq. (10) requires minimal phase
computations (no arc tangent, no phase-unwrapping/interpolation).
Notice also that in the absence of pitch or formant modification,
to
n = ti

n and ωo = ωi, and z becomes 1, i.e. the phases of the
harmonic bins are not modified. This means that our modifica-
tion algorithm guarantees perfect reconstruction in the absence of
modification, which is usually not the case for sinusoidal analy-
sis/synthesis [8]. Fig. (6) presents an example of pitch-modification
for a male speaker. The sample rate was 44.1kHz, the FFT size
was 35ms, with a 50% overlap (hop size R = 17.5ms), and the
modification factor α was 0.75. Careful inspection of the wave-
forms shows great similarity between the orignal signal and the
pitch-modified signal as should be expected for a shape-invariant
technique. Of course, the rate at which pitch pulses occur dif-
fers between the two signals, showing the pitch has indeed been
altered.
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Figure 6: Speech signal from a male speaker (top) and pitch-
modified version (bottom) for α = 0.75. The vertical dotted lines
indicate the analysis times ta

u (every 17.5ms in this case).

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The voice modification technique described above was tested on
a wide range of speech signals over which it performed very well.
With the shape-invariant technique, the quality of the output speech
is usually very good, nearly free of undesirable phasiness, simi-
lar to but still slightly inferior to the quality obtained by the TD-
PSOLA technique. Because the spectral envelope can be modi-
fied in a ”non-linear” manner, for example by compressing spe-
cific areas in the spectrum, while leaving other areas unchanged,
exotic vocal effects can be achieved that are out of reach of purely
time-domain techniques. Using various piecewise linear frequency
warping functions F (ω) in Eq. (4), we were able to impart a twang
to the voice (for example, by pulling the vowel ’a’ (as in ’cast’) to-
ward a more closed vowel ’Ç’ as in ’hot’), to dramatically accen-
tuate the nasality of the voice, and even to increase the perceived
age of the speaker. The technique lends itself well for real-time
processing, although the short-time Fourier transform introduces
a minimum latency equal to the size of the analysis window h(n)
(30 to 40ms), which may or may not be acceptable, depending on
the context. From a computation point of view, the technique is
relatively inexpensive. The algorithm runs at about 10x real-time
for a monophonic 44.1kHz speech signal, on a 800MHz Pentium
III PC (using a 35ms window, with a 75% overlap). Sound exam-
ples are available at
www.atc.creative.com/users/jeanl/SoundExamples/VoiceModif
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